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120 KINGSTON 
TURNKEY RESTAURANT SPACE

Boston MA
2018



This turnkey restaurant opportunity is located
at Radian, a 240-unit luxury residential building 
at the intersection of the Financial District, 
Downtown Crossing, Chinatown, and the 
Leather District, along the Greenway park. The 
ground floor space was previously occupied 
by Townsman Restaurant with sales in excess 
of $3M. The fully built premises offer a new 
operator the opportunity to step into a beautifully 
detailed 120+ seat turnkey restaurant/bar with 
an expansive outdoor patio. The concept should 
be fun and approachable while catering to 
Radian residents, the neighborhood, and the 
surrounding community and workforce.
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NEIGHBORHOOD

46,809

23,478

53,442
WORKING HERE

DAILY RIDERSHIP AT SOUTH STATION

DAILY RIDERSHIP AT DOWNTOWN CROSSING

120 kingston

everybody fights

b/spoke cycling studio

la colombe

figaro’s

peach farmshojo

tatte

kohi coffee

blr by shojo

macy’s

clover

george howell coffee

sip wine bar + kitchen

boston opera house

godfrey hotel

legal crossing

cvs

jaho coffee roaster + wine bar

caffe nero

caffe nero

roche brothers

old navy

primark

chicken + rice guys

cvs
gracenote coffee

al’s south street cafe

chipotle

taste wine bar + cafe

BRICK crossfit

barry’s boot camp
grainmaker

sweetgreen

dry bar salon

dunkin donuts
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FINANCIAL DISTRICT

DOWNTOWN CROSSING

THEATRE DISTRICT SOUTH STATION
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LEATHER DISTRICT
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FLOOR PLAN

AVAILABLE NOW 14’ CEILINGS 100’+ FRONTAGE4,500 RSF 900 SF PATIO
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LET’S TALK

Ownership seeks an experienced restaurant 
operator to activate the space at 120 
Kingston St in Boston. The use should be 
unique while also being accessible to the 
surrounding neighborhoods.

 
The space is available now so let’s talk! 
Dave Downing
dave@graffitosp.com / 617.401.2871
Sean Alberti
sean@graffitosp.com / 617.401.2352
Jesse Baerkahn
jesse@graffitosp.com / 617.669.6171


